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Abstract. Neutron scattering techniques have been used to study the structureof amorphous 
materials. The experiment used both polarizedincident and scattered neutron beams andso 
did not need to assume a collinear magnetic structure. Five different Fe-based amorphous 
materials were studied and the structures were found to differ. In the case of Fe8,B,, the 
spins are canted in a magnetic fieldof 2 T about 30" from the applied direction. The transverse 
components have only very short-range order. Other materials show less canting. Fe-Ni 
amorphous materials shows a large amount of disorder in the spin directions and in the 
aligned moment. ThissuggeststhattheNi atomsdocarryamagneticmomenlbulthatit may 
be largely misaligned to the Fe moment. Inelastic measurements of the density of magnetic 
statesshow averydifferent distribution tothatexpected fromapowderedferroma$net.This 
may arise from 'hidden' short-wavelength excitations. 

1. Introduction 

The maguetic structure of amorphous materials raises a number of interesting problems 
of both a theoretical and experimental nature. On the theoretical side the exchange 
interaction between the ions is probably of Heisenberg character between near neigh- 
boursandmaywellfavour acollinear ferromagneticstructure. Theionsin an amorphous 
material are necessarily subject to a local anisotropy arising from their local environ- 
ment. This randomly directed anisotropy will, in principle, always destroy long-range 
order (Imry and Ma 1975) and lead to the so-called correlated spin glass state (Chud- 
novsky et al1986, Chudnovsky 1988). In the presence of a magnetic field, this randomly 
aligned state becomes a ferromagnetic state with some transverse moment disorder- 
known as a ferromagnet with wandering axes. The occurrence of non-collinear states in 
rare earth-iron amorphous materials, such as TbFe2, is well established (Rhyne 1985) 
and arises from the crystal field effects on the rare earth iron. 

Non-collinear structures also arise, as in most spin glasses, if the exchange inter- 
actions have both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic signs, as discussed for amorph- 
ous materials by Parker and Saslow (1988). These effects may arise in amorphous 
materials because the distances between nearest neighbours v a ~  and the exchange 
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interaction will then also vary and may in some circumstances change sign. The non- 
collinear structures of Fe-Zr amorphous alloys (Rhyne et al 1988) may result from 
competing exchange interactions. 

In contrast, the Fe metalloid (P, B, Si) systems have usually been assumed to have 
a collinear ferromagnetic structure. This as because the spontaneous ferromagnetic 
moment was measured to be about 13pB per Fe atom, which is similar to that found in 
crystalline BCC iron, and indeed very many of the properties have been very successfully 
interpretedon this bases. Recently there have been suggestions that thestructuresmight 
be more complex. Bucholtz etal(l986) suggestedfrom magnetostriction measurements 
that the moments can be randomly aligned, and Melamud et al (1987) interpreted 
Mossbauer results in terms of a spread of moment directions. 

In principle. the distribution of the magnetic moment directions can be determined 
directly by neutronscattering techniques. The experiments are, however, made difficult 
by the need to separate the nuclear scattering from magnetic scattering, because both 
are very similar in intensity. In principle, this separation can be achieved by the use of 
spin-polarized neutron scattering techniques. Since these techniques are very inefficient 
with neutrons, all previous neutron scattering measurements have used eithera polarized 
incident beam and unpolarized scattered beam or an unpolarized incident beam and 
analysed the polarization of only the scattered beam. In these experiments, only the 
magnetic scattering from the ferromagnetically aligned moments can be separated from 
the nuclear scattering and any scattering from tramuerse components of the magnetic 
moments would not have been distinguished. 

The development of the triple-axis spectrometer, IN20, at the Institute Laue Lan- 
gevinhas allowed ustoperformmeasurementswithspin-polarized incident andscattered 
beams which, as described in section 2 ,  enable a direct measurement of the transverse 
component in some of the Fe-based amorphous alloys. The extent of the transverse 
canting is different in different samples, and we discuss the possible origins of these 
differences. The results of a preliminary measurement on one sample, Feg3B,,, have 
already been reported (Cowley et al1988). The work on this sample has been repeated 
and the corrections for the lack of perfect polarization of the incident and scattered 
beams have been performed more accurately with the consequence that the results 
reported below are qualitatively, but not quantitatively, the same as those reported 
earlier. 

The Fe,Ni, -~ metalloid amorphous alloys have a magnetization which decreases 
almost Linearly with decreasingx (Mizoguchi 1978) for x > 0.25. This suggests that the 
Fe atoms have a magnetic moment of about 1 . 8 ~ ~  while the Ni atoms have no magnetic 
moment. For smaller values ofx, the average moment and T, decrease more rapidly and 
there is evidence of spin glass behaviour (Park eta1 1986). This can be associated with 
the difficulty of producing a percolating structure in these dilute systems if there is no 
moment on the Ni atoms. Measurementshave beenperformedonfouroftheseFe,Ni,-, 
alloys with x = 0.125,0.25,0.5 and 0.75. The results are surprising in that they show a 
very large amount of disorder in the magnetic structure, and large random transverse 
moments. This necessarily suggests that the model with no magnetic moment on the Ni 
atoms is incorrect. 

Finally we have studied the magnetic excitations in the FeB3B,, sample. This was 
chosen because the spin-wave parameters, D , deduced from neutron scattering measure- 
mentsatlowwavevectorsisafactoroftwolargerthan thatdeducedfrom thetemperature 
dependence of the magnetization (Fernandez-Baca et al 1987). There is therefore a 
problem to find the 'hidden excitations'. Secondly, the magnetic excitations near the 
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maximum of the structure factor have only been studied before using either a spin- 
polarized incident and unpolarized scattered beam or vice versa (Mook and Tsuei 1977, 
Shirane et a1 1982, Paul et a1 1982, Mook and Lynn 1984) and these measurements do 
not directly measure the density of excitations (Pauletall982). Using two spin-polarized 
beams, a direct measure of the density of states can be made and the results are 
significantly different from those reported before. 

The layout of the paper is as follows. In the next section, the samples, the expep 
imental techniques, and the theory of polarized neutron scattering are described. The 
third section describes the experimental measurement of the elastic and inelastic scat- 
tering cross sections. These are analysed to obtain information about the magnetic 
structure and excitations in section 4. The results are discussed in the light of current 
theories in the find section. 

2. Experiment 

2.1. The samples 

The materials were produced as ribbons and wound on a former to produce a sample 
35 mm high and 20 mm wide. Cd masks were then placed so that the neutron beam could 
not scatter from the former or its supports. The samples were wound so that the bulk of 
the ribbon was vertical along the magnetic field direction. 

The majority of the ribbon samples were 50 pm thick and about 1 mm wide and were 
produced by melt spinning at the University of Sheffield. The other wide-strip samples 
were commercially produced. Sample A had a composition of Fes,B1, while sample B 
had a composition of Fe,sBlzSilo. Both of these samples were made from IIB to reduce 
the absorption of the neutron beam. Three samples of commercially available material 
were used containing natural boron; of these, sample C was a wide 20 mm ribbon of 
Fe,,B12Silz known as Vac 7505. This was studied both with the normal sample holder 
and with one lengthened to 90 mm so that the bent ends of the ribbon were further 
removed from the neutron beam. Sample D was made from METGLAS 2605 S2 wide 
ribbon, Fe78B1,Si9. It was studied both in the as-quenched state and then annealed at 
500°C for 900 seconds and re-examined. Sample E was made from a planar cast 
Fe75B,5Si10 which was brittle, so the foils were stacked and held in the beam by a holder 
with AI foil windows. 

The Fe-Ni-based alloys were produced at the University of Sheffield by the melt- 
spinning technique and have the compositions (Fe,Nil-,)7s BIZSilO, with x = 0.5, 0.25 
and 0.125. These were supplemented by a commercial ribbon VAC 4040 
(Fe,oNiso)78BloSi,oMo2 and also an intermediate sample with x = 0.75 and 1% 
molybdenum. 

2.2. Neutron scattering 

Theexperimentswereperformedusing the triple-axisspectrometer,INZO,at thehstitut 
Laue-Langevin. The spectrometer was used with Heusler alloy crystals as mono- 
chromator and analyser, reflecting spin-polarized neutron beams. The horizontal col- 
limation from reactor to detector was 0.5, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0" respectively and the vertical 
collimation was determined by the height of the crystals and samples and the distances 
involved. The incident neutron beam had a wavevector of 4.1A-', when the 
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energy width at the elastic position was 3.2meV (FWHM). The inelastic scattering was 
studied by varying the scattered neutron energy. A graphite filter was inserted in the 
incident beam to suppress higher order contaminant neutrons. 

The polarization of the neutron beams could be controlled by spin flippers between 
the monochromator and sample, and between the sample and analyser. The samples 
were attached to avariable temperature (+1 K) insert in acryomagnet whose maximum 
magnetic field was 4 T. The currents in the two parts of the magnet solenoid were slightly 
different so as to avoid regions of zero field on the neutron beam paths. Care was taken 
both to ensure that the neutron beam retained its polarization on entering and leaving 
the cryomagnet and flippers, and to mask the beam so that only the amorphous material 
wasin the incident beam. Unfortunately, when the incident beam flipper was in use, the 
maximum magnetic field which could be applied to the cryomagnet was 2 T, because the 
higher stray fields at large fields made it impossible to get a high tlipper efficiency given 
the available coils and power supplies. 

In any neutron scattering experiment which depends on the polarization of the 
beams, the efficiency of the polarizing elements is of crucial importance. The slipping 
ratio was therefore frequently monitored in the direct beam. both with and without the 
samples in the beam. As described in the next section, these measurements enabled the 
polarizing efficiency of the spectrometer and flippers to be obtained. 

The magnetic structure of the samples was studied with the spectrometer set for 
elastic neutron scattering by scanning the wavevector transfer between 1 and 6.6 A-', 
with a counting time of about 6 minutes per flipper channel. The inelastic scattering was 
measured with constant-energy scans with the neutron energy gains of 5 , 7  and 10 meV 
over the same range of wavevector. These scans were made at 250 K and 10 K, and the 
difference between them gives the magnon scattering at 250 K. At 10 K, there should 
be negligible magnon scattering in neutron energy gain, and since the elastic scattering 
is not appreciably temperature dependent, the background is expected to be largely 
independent of temperature. 

In all of the scans the sample was held fixed with the plane of the sample at about 60" 
to the incident beam. The edges of the former then reduced the scattering at large 
scattering angles, but this effect is not significant for wavevector transfers less than 
5 A-'. 

R A Cowiey et ai 

2.3. Theory of spin-polarized scattering 

The spin-polarized neutron scattering cross sections have been discussed by Moon et ai 
(1969) and by Lovesey (1984). The scattering amplitude of a particular atom, 6 ,  atR(e), 
can be written in terms of the neutron spin operator, U ,  as 

v(eq = (t' I p(e) + a(e)ul t )  (2.1) 
where the initial neutron spin state is labelled by f and the scattered neutron spin state 
by t ' .  p(C) is the nuclear scattering amplitude averaged over the different nuclear-spin 
neutron-spin orientations which, for a nucleus of spin. i, is given by 

while @(e) is the sum of the spin-dependent part of the nuclear interaction and the 
magnetic interaction 

/3 = ((i + l )b+ + ib-)/(2i + 1) 

@) = (bt + b-)i(t)/(2i + 1) + d(e)S,(E) 

where d(e) = -(ye2/2mc2)gcfe(Q) withf'(Q) the magnetic form factor, which is also 
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assumed to incorporate any orbital contribution, and S,(e) is the part of the spin 
transverse to the wavevector transfer, Q. Table 1 shows the nuclear coherent and spin- 
incoherent aoss sections for the elements in the samples (Sears 1984). With the possible 
exception of 'OB, the spin-incoherent cross section is negligible, or occurs only in those 
isotopes whose natural abundance is very small. Consequently, we can approximate 

a(e) = d(e ) s ,  (e). (2.2) 
In the experiments, the magnetic field was applied vertically (the z direction), so the 

neutron spins t ,  t' are aligned parallel, + , or antiparallel, - , to this applied field. If the 
y axis is chosen along Q, then S,(Q) is given by (&(e), 0, &(e)). The expressions for 
V ( W )  can then be calculated as 

v(e + +) = P(e) + sd(e)s , (e)  

v(e + -1 = Id(e)s,(e) 

v(e - -) = P(e) - -id(e)s,(e) 
v(e - +) = hd(e)s,(e). 

(2.3) 

The elastic-scattering cross sections are then given by 
2 

Z++ =do(++)/dQ= I (XV(e+ +)exp(iQ*R(e)))l 
e 

(2.4) 

with analogous expressions for Z-- etc. 
These results show that the non-spin flip, Z++ and E--, elastic cross sections are 

dependent upon the nuclear scattering amplitude and the z component of the spin, 
(&(e)), whereas the spin-tlip, Z+- and E-+, elastic scatterings are both equivalent and 
are a direct measure of (&(e)), the component of the spin operator perpendicular to the 
applied field and to the wavevector transfer, Q. 

The inelastic scattering cross sections are given by the same type of analysis but are 
morecomplex. Iftheincidentneutron beamhaswavevector k,andthescatteredneutron 
beam, k,  then 

d*u(rr')/dQ dE = (k/k,)J(tf' ,  Q, w )  (2.5) 
where the frequency, w ,  is the frequency transfer in the experiment. If the sample 
changes from an initial state, m (energy E,,,), to a final state, n (energy En), then the 
correlation function is given by 

2 

J(n',Q, w )  = CP,,, I(nl~V(e.rt7 exp(iQ-R(O)lm)l 6(6w + E ,  -E.) (2.6) 
n,m e 

since 

v(e + -) = v(e - +) = ad(e)(s+(e) + s-(e)) (2.7) 
and J(+-, Q, U )  = J ( - + ,  Q, w ) ,  and in a system with Heisenberg-like interactions 
both are sums of (S+S-) and (S-9) correlation functions. This is different from the 
partially spin-polarized experiments performed earlier (Mook and Tsuei 1977, Paul et 
a1 1982, Shirane eta1 1982) which gave only the difference between the (S+S-) and (S-S+) 
correlation functions. 

2.4. Correction for depolarization 

Unfortunately, Heusler crystals do not reflect only one polarization of the beam and the 
fippers on LN20 are not perfect. It is therefore necessary to correct the observed 
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intensities (I++, I--, I+- and I+) for these effects to obtainueliable estimates of the 
cross sections, X++, X-- etc. The scattering process can be divided into two parts; some 
cause depolarization of the beam before the scattering by the sample and this will 
produce afractionofthe beamofthe 'wrong' polarizationofmagnitudep,. Other factors 
cause a fraction of the beam, p 2 ,  having the 'wrong' polarization, to be detected after 
the scattering. These values,p, andp2, are defined when the flippers are turned off. For 
example, pi results from: incomplete polarization produced by the monochromator; 
depolarization in the monochromator to sample collimator; depolarization on entry to 
the cryomagnet; or depolarization in the sample before the scattering process. The 
efficiencies of the two spin flippers are p3 in the incident beam andp4 in the scattered 
beam. 

The observed intensities, Z++, can then be related to the cross sections, Z+*, if the 
ps are small by 

R A Cowley et a1 

1'' = ( 1  -pl)( l  -p2)X+'  + (1 -pi)pzX+- + (1 -P~)PIZ-+ +pip2X-- 

{-- = (1 - P I  - P 3 ) ( 1  - P z  - P 4 ) 2 - -  + (1 -PI -P3)(PZ +P4)Z-' 

(2.8) 

+(PI +P3)(1 -P2  -p4)2+- + (Pi + P d ( P Z  + P 4 P + +  (2.9) 

+ P I U  - P z  - P 4 ) Z - - ~ + P i ( P z  + P 4 ) Z - +  (2.10) 

f (Pi fP3)(1 -P2)Zt+ -k (PI + P d P 2 X + - .  (2.11) 

I+- = U  - P l N  - P 2  - P 4 W  + (1 - P l ) ( P 2  + P 4 P + +  

I -+ = (1 - p l  -p3)( l  - p 2 ) Z - +  + (1 - P I  - P ~ ) P Z ~ - -  

Measurements were made of the flipping ratios in the straight-through beam when 
the different samples were in place and also in the absence of the sample. The results 
varied with the sample, and also slightly from one measurment to another. The results 
were, however, consistent with Aipper depolarizations; p, = 0.035 5 0.01 and p4 = 
0.02 ? 0.01. The depolarizations, pi andpz, were identical (within the accuracy) and 
for the machine without a sample; pi = p 2  = 0.027 ? 0.005 and somewhat larger for 
some of the samples are described below, presumably due to depolarization by the 
samples. The elastic scattering data were analysed by assuming that Z+- and Z-+ 
were much smaller than Z++ and E--. Using I"' divided by (1 - p,)(l - p 2 )  as an 
approximation toZ++, andananalogousexpression forZ--, equations(2.10) and(2.11) 
were then solved for 2'- and Yt. These results were then used with (2.8) and (2.9) to 
obtain Z++ and X--. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. Fe-bused amorphous materials 

Three samples, A, B and C (described in table l),  wound on the larger former were 
studied at a temperature of 10 K and in a magnetic field of 2 T  with full polarization 
analysis. The polarization of the beam transmitted through the samples was measured, 
and in each case there was some depolarization. The results suggested that: for sample 
A , p ,  = p 2  = 0.055 k 0.005; for sample B,pl  = p 2  = 0.053 i 0.005; and for sample C, 
p I  = p2 = 0.0375 i 0.005. The results for X", Z-?, Z+- and Z-+ were then obtained 
by using the analysis described in the previous section. One test of the success of the 
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Table 1. Scanering lengths of the isotopes. 
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Isotope Abundance b,, m) b,"< m) 

' 9 c c  
5SNi 
Wi 
61Ni 
6zNi 
"Ni 

'?Si 
MO (Natural) 

0.058 
0.917 
0.022 
0.003 
?.OW 
0.6827 
0.261 
0.0113 
0.0359 
0.0091 
0.20 

0.92 
0.47 
0.31 
1.00 

0.80 

0.42 
1.003 
0.23 
1.5 
0.25 
1.44 
0.28 
0.76 

-0.87 

-0.01 
0.66 
0.41 
0.47 
0.46 
0.695 

-0.38 

0 
0 
0.2 
0 
0.62 
0 
0 
0.40 
0 
0 
0.47 
0.13 
0 
0.11 
0 
0.015 

procedure is the ratio of 2 + - / X - +  which, in theory, should be 1. Sample Agave 1.02, B 
gave 1.14 and C gave 0.98 on average, and since these can all be brought to 1 by changing 
p 1  andp, by less than 0.002, the results are very satisfactory. E+ and E-+ have large 
errors for wavevectors near 3.1 k1 because 2++ and Z-- are large in this region. The 
observed intensities, I + -  and I P ,  for sample A show a peak for Q = 3.1 A-' which is 
five times background. This is, within error, wholly removed for all of the samples, again 
suggesting that the data analysis is satisfactory. 

The data have been normalized by comparison with the resultsof Guoan era1(1982). 
In their measurements of sample A,  the ratio of (2-- + + E+-) at the 
maximum was3.03, whereasinour experiment sthe ratiois3.10 O.l&the agreement 
is similar at other wavevectors. When normalized to 0.83 b& + 0.17 b i ,  the peak of E-- 
is 4.7 (Guoan et a1 1982), and so we have chosen the scale on figure 1 to have the same 
value for E--. 

Unfortunately, there are no prior measurements for samples B and C. In the case of 
sample B, the ratio of the maxima of (2-- + X - + ) / ( X + +  + E+-) is 3.56 k 0.10, which is 
different from sample A,  but not very different. Consequently we have chosen the scale 
of figure 2 so that the peak occurs at 4.9. This is equivalent to the sample having nearly 
the same crystallographic structure as sample A.  In a similar manner for sample C (see 
figure 3), the peak of E-- was chosen to be 4.9. 

Because the data collection for full polarization studies is very slow, and because the 
equipment required was not available for the whole experiment, the other samples were 
studied in a magnetic field of 4 T  and only the I++ and I+- intensities were measured. 
These results were then analysed by first taking the ratio of X--/Z++ for samples A, B 
and C as a function of wavevector transfer. This ratio was fairly similar for all these 
samples. The averages of these ratios were used to deduce from the measured I+t. 
The results for Z++ and 2'- are then shown in figure 4 (for both before and after the 
annealing) for sample D. There is clearly very little difference between the results. The 
scale was chosen by adjusting the peak in Z-- to be the average for samples B and C. 
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Figure 1. The cross sections, F*, 
0, E--, 0. and in the upper part 
.(Ti- + E-+)/Z, for A (Fe8,B,,) at 
10 K and in a field of 2 T as a func- 
tion of wavevector (A-'). 

FIeure 2. The cross sections. 2*+. 

Wovevec tar &-'I ." . . ~  .", 
at 10Kand~na'fieldkZT. 
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Figure 3. The cmss sections, X++, 
0, X--, 0, and in the upper part 

2 4 6 (Y + ~.+)/Z,forC(Fe,,B,,Si,,) 
at 10K and in a field of 2T. Wavevec tor [A-') 

0 , l  I It 

0 
c 0 

c U 
Iy "I 

Lo Lo 

v 
e 

Figure 4. The cross scction, X--, 
lower, and X-+, upper, for 
annealed, 0, and as-received 
sample D, 0, at 10 K and in a field 
Of 4 T. 
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A similar procedure was adopted for sample E-the planar cast Fe,5B15Silrand the 
results are shown in figure 5. 

3.2. Fe-Ni-based alloys 
All of these samples were studied at 10 K and in a magnetic field of 4 T by measuring 
I+' and I+-. Because the ferromagnetic moment decreases steadily yith increasing 
Ni concentration, it is to be expected that the difference between and E-- 
decreases as the Ni concentration increases. Consequently the sample with x = 0.125 
(Fe,Ni,-,) was analysed by assuming that P+ = E--. Measurements of the straight- 
through beam gave negligible depolarization produced by the sample for x C 0.75; in 
the case of x = 0.75, p 1  = p z  = 0.030 * 0.005. The results for x = 0.125 are shown in 
figure &-since there is no significant peak in E+- for Q = 3.1 A-', it was concluded that 
the analysis gave reasonable results. The technique was then applied to the results for 
x = 0.25 and figure 6 shows that the results are also very reasonable. Figure 7 shows 
similar resultsobtainedforx = 0.5. In thiscasethereisanincrease in.Z+-for wavevectors 
near Q = 3.1 A-], but it is not so significant as to be certain. 

Forx = 0.75,theresultsweredifferent. IfitwasassumedthatP = I - - ,  thenalarge 
peak in Et- was present for Q = 3.1 A-'. Similarly, if it was assumed that the ratio of 
Itt/l-- was the same as for samples B and C of the Fe-based alloys, then the resulting 
2'- was strongly negative in this region. We have therefore chosen the rat~oI++/l '- so 
that there is no substantial peak or dip in Et- for Q = 3.1 A-'. This is because none of 
the other samples showed such a peak and the ratio is relatively sensitive to this ratio in 
a narrow range of Q. The results shown in figure 7 were obtained with the difference 
between It+ and I - -  one half the amount it was for sampIes B and C of the Fe-based 
alloys. 
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01 I I 

2 4 6 
wavevet tor (A-') 

Figore 6. The cross sections, 2--, 
e, and 10 E'-, 0, for Fe;.Ni,-, 
amorphous alloys with x = 0.125 
(lower) and x = 0.25 (upper) at 
10 K and in a field of 4 T as a func- 
tion of wavevector (A-'). 

Figure 7. The cross sections, E--, 
a, and 10 E-+, 0, For Fez-Nil., 
amorphous alloys with x = O . 5  
(lower) and x = 0.75 (upper) at 
lOKandinaFteldof4T. 
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The normalization of the intensities was performed by assumingthat the peak in the 
X+t  cross section was proportional to 

where the summation is over each nuclear species, and bf is the appropriate coherent 
scattering cross section, bi, except for Fe, for which it is the difference between the 
nuclear and magnetic cross sections. This approximation assumes that there is no 
ferromagnetic moment on the Ni ions, that the structure of the different alloys is the 
same, and that, for Q = 3.1 ,&-I, the scattering is fully in phase. In view of all these 
approximations, the normalization procedure is necessarily approximate but is unlikely 
tobeinerror by more than20%,andthemainresultsofthecantingarelargelydependent 
on the small wavevector-transfer part of the spectrum for which the substraction is 
relatively unimportant. 

3.3. Inelastic scattering 

The spin-polarized inelastic scattering was studied in detail in one Fe-based sample, A, 
and in only one of the Fe-Ni samples-the one with 25% of Fe. It was found that, away 
from the elastic scattering, all of the intensities were very similar--I++, I - - ,  and I + -  
were never different by more than a factor of two. The intensities were also weak, being 
aboutltwunts/minuteat 10 Kand3countsmin-'at250 K.Attheselowcounting1evels 
the background is very important and the experiments very lengthy, so the experiment 
concentrated on measuring the I+- and I-+ intensities. Since the inelastic excitation 
scattering isexpected to heproportional to the Bose-Einstein factor, thescattering from 
the excitations was obtained as the difference between Z+- and Z-+ as measured at 
250 K and at 10 K. The elastic scattering and the background is very similar at both 
temperatures. No corrections were made for the depolarization of the instrument or the 
sample because I++ and Z-- were of comparable size to Z" and ZFt.  

The experiments were performed as constant energy scans with the wavevector 
transfer varied between 1 and 6.5 A-'. Results were obtained for the Fe-based sample 
with the energy held at neutron energy gains of 5 ,7  and 10 meV-the results are shown 
in figure 8. They suggest that there is a broad peak in the intensity centred around a 
wavevector transfer of 4 with a width of at least 4 A-'. The intensity of the scattering 
increases with decreasing energy transfer by an amount that is only slightly less than the 
I/w dependence expected if there was a constant density of states fur the excitations. 

Less detailed measurements were made of the Fe,., N$,75 samples, and figure 9 
shows the result for a scan with an energy transfer of 5 meV. The result is qualitatively 
similar to those shown in figure 8. The peak is, however, centred at a lower wavevector 
of 3.5 A-], has a width of about 3.0.&'], and is about double the intensity of the 
measurements shown in figure 8. 

4. Discussion of the results 

4.1. Fe-based alloys 

The most complete measurements of the elastic scattering are shown for samples A, B 
and C in figures 1-3. The X++ and E-- cross section are similar for all the three different 
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Figure 8. The inelastic scattering, .Z-+ Figure 9. The inelastic scattering, X-+ 
(250 K) - E-+ (10 K),  for Fes3B17 and energy (250 K) - E-+ (10 K) for F%.,Nio.,, and an 
transfers of 5, 7 and IOmeV as a function of energy transfer of 5 meV. 
wavevector (A-'). 

samples, showing that they have very similar amorphous structnres. The spin-flip cross 
sections, Z+- and S-+, are within error the same for each material, but are different for 
samples A, B and C. The cross section is largest for sample A and follows a decrease as 
the wavevector transfer increases. The results are less clear for samples B and C, but the 
cross section in both cases is certainly smaller and tends to decrease with increasing 
wavevector. The results cannot be explained as nuclear spin-incoherent scattering firstly 
because this cross section is too small. For sampk A, the nuclear incoherent scattering 
is calculated (from table 1) to have a cross section of 0.008 bams, an order of magnitude 
less than the experimental result shown in figure 1, while for samples B and C, the cross 
section of 0.006, which is also smaller than the results. Secondly, the decrease at large 
wavevector is more rapid than would be expected from the Debye-Waller factor at 10K. 
Thirdly, the spin-flip scattering might arise if the samples contained significant amounts 
ofhydrogen (-0.5%). It is unlikely that hydrogen would be present after the argon-arc 
melting and melt spinning in air, and a detailed analysis of a Cu-Ti alloy produced in 
the same way showed that the hydrogen was not present in a concentration of more than 
parts/million. The Fe and Fe/Ni samples would be expected to have even less hydrogen 
in them. We conclude that the spin-flip scattering arises from magnetic scattering, and 
in particular from the moments not being fully aligned along the applied magnetic field. 

The cross section for the scattering from the transverse magnetic moments is the 
product of the square of the form factor for the magnetic ions and a correlation function 
describing the correlation between the transverse moments. The fall-off in the cross 
section is similar t u  that expected from a magnetic form factor. We have therefore 
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compared the results with the form factor of iron as deduced by Lisher and Forsyth 
(1971) 
f(Q) = 0.3854exp(-0.08517 WQ2) + 0.6326exp(-0.03209 WQ') - 0.0173 

where the parameter W (Bletry and Sadoc 1975) was introduced to account for the 
broadening of f ( Q )  in an amorphous sample. Previous measurements (Guoan et a1 
1982) have suggested that W = 0.8, corresponding to the magnetization density in the 
amorphous material having a radius only 90% of that in the crystal. 

A comparison of our resuIts for Z+- (figure 1) with If(Q)I' shows that our data 
extends to larger Q than predicted by the form factor, and the solid surves in figures 1- 
3 were calculated with W = 0.35, corresponding to a magnetization radius of only 60% 
of that in the crystal. Tbis result is very surprising, but is supported by the results for 
E++ andz--.Forallofthematerials, t he ra t ioo fF+  toZ--isaboutO.ZforQ = 3A-I 
and 0.7 for Q = 6 These must therefore be significant magnetic scattering at the 
larger wavevectors suggesting that the form factor does not decrease nearly as rapidly 
as found in crystalline Fe. 

The comparison of the square of the form factor with the results in figure 1 shows that 
there are significant discrepancies, particularly at small wavevectors. These presumably 
arise from correlations between the transverse moments of the spins which we have 
neglected. It might be reasonable to expect a broad peak near Q = 3.1 A-' to arise from 
thesecorrelations, but the qualityof the datamakesit difficult toestimate the correlation 
volume. Nevertheless the results suggest that the correlation length is probably quite 
small. We shall therefore discuss the extent of the cantingof the spins in terms of a model 
in which the transverse components of the spins are uncorrelated. 

Themagnitude of the transverse-spincomponentscan beobtainedfrom themagnetic 
cross section, and the intensity of the spin-flip scattering. If the transverse moment is px 
(Bohr magnetons) then, for sample A, 

Z+-(Q = 0) = (p:)0.089 

when normalized to the totalnuclearscattering,asinfigure 1.Thesolidline hasZ+-(O) = 
0.11 but this is most likely an over-estimate for the extrapolation Q+O, and a more 
reasonable value of 0.09 gives 

( p i )  = 1.0 * 0.2, 

Since the aligned longitudinal moment is 1 . 7 5 ~ ~  (Guoan et a1 1982), these results 
suggest that the spin is canted by 30 2 6". The total average moment, p, associated with 
each ion can be obtained by assumingthat ( p ; )  = (p:) when p = 2.25 & O.lpB. 

Similar calculations can be performed for samples B and C with the results shown in 
table 2. It is worth noting that the spin-flip scattering decreases as the square of the 
canting angle, 8, for small angles, so the experiment is quite insensitive to small angles. 

Further confirmation that the spins are most canted in sample A lies in the low- 
wavevector region of the Z++ and Z-- cross sections. If there is appreciable randomness 
io the direction or length of the spins, then this will give rise to a contribution to Z++ and 
2-- at small wavevectors. The scattering in this region is appreciably larger for sample 
A than for samples B and C. 

Sample D was examined both before and after annealing. There is little difference 
in Z++ and E--, and in both caseSE'' is small, although the results do suggest that the 
Z+- may be slightly larger in the annealed than in the unannealed form. Even in the 
annealed case, the Z*- scattering is so small that the degree of any canting cannot be 
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Table 2. Transverse moments and canting angle of Fe-based materials. 

A Fe&h 1 f O . 2  3 0 + 6  
B Fe&kSh 0.2 f 0.1 14 f 15 
C Fe,,B,,Si,, (VAC7505) 0.45 2 0.15 21 2 5 
D Fe,,B,,Si9 (M2605S2) 0 2 0.1 O f 7  
E Fe&%& 0.25 t 0.2 16 t 11 

Table 3. Moments in Fe,Ni,-,-transvene moments, random longitudinal moments, 
ordered longitudinal moments and random longitudinal moments if Ni had no moment 
and Fe the same moment as in the pure Fe-based system. 

0.125 1.0 + 0.2 1.9 * 0.3 0.05 0.33 
0.25 2.4 f 0.3 2.6f 0.4 0.19 0.57 
0.5 1.7 2 0.5 1.9 2 0.5 0.77 0.76 
0.75 0.6 f 0.3 0.45 f 0.2 1.74 0.57 

reliably measured (table 2). Sample E also has only a small amount of canting, as shown 
in table 2. 

In conclusion, our results strongly suggest that there is appreciable canting in some 
Fe-based amorphous alloys and that the canting vanes from sample to sample. The 
results suggest that the canting is largely uncorrelated from site to site. One surprising 
features of the results is that the magnetization density seems to be of much smaller 
radius than that in crystalline Fe. 

4.2. Fe-Ni alloys 

The results for the Fe-Ni alloys are shown in figures 6 and 7 .  Qualitatively, the results 
aresimilarforX++andZ--totheFe-basedalloys and tooneanother. Indetail, however, 
the low-Q part of 2++ increases with increasing Ni content. In part, this arises from the 
Werent nuclear scattering lengths of the isotopes of Ni and of Fe, but this incoherence 
can account for only about one third of the intensity fcr Q - 1 kl. Since the Ni ions on 
average are assumed to have nearly zero contribution to the spontaneous moment, there 
is also a fluctuation in the magnitude of the longitudinal magnetic moments. We have 
calculated this by taking the observed intensity for wavevectors between 1 and 2 A-' 
and subtracting the nuclear incoherent scattering to calculate ( P ( : ) ~  (the random part of 
the longitudinal moments), as shown in table 3. The X+ cross section is compared with 
the form factor (with W = 0.35) in figures 6 and 7 .  Clearly closely approximates 
this form for x = 0.125 and 0.25, showing that the transverse moments are largely 
uncorrelated and have a very similar form factor to the Fe-based amorphous alloys. The 
transverse moments were calculated as for the Fe-based alloys and the result are shown 
in table 3. The E+- cross section was less satisfactorily determined forx = 0.75 and 0.5. 
This is because of the dif6culty in knowing the backgrounds, as described in section 3.2. 
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In the calculations of (pf), we have taken E+- (0) = 0.15 3- 0.05 for x = 0.5 and 
0.05 t 0.025 forx = 0.75. 

Theresultsshownin table3are unexpectedbecause (p:)and(p;), areclearlysimilar 
for aU the alloys and because (P:)~ is larger than the mean moment squared, ( P , ) ~ ,  for 
x < 0.6, and more than (/&, which is the random moment calculated assuming that 
there was a constant fully aligned moment on each Fe ion and zero moment on each Ni 
ion. These results can only be understood if there is considcrably more disordered 
moment than is given by this simple picture. Indeed the results for x = 0.5 and 0.25 
suggest that the moment per site is about 2.6pB, whereas the aligned moment is less 
than1 pBandthemomentpersiteisstillabout2.0 pBevenwhenx = 0.125.Theseresults 
suggest that the Ni ions do have a moment which is nearly comparable to that on the Fe 
atoms, but that this is randomly oriented and does not contribute to the ordered moment 
when a magnetic field is applied. 

R A Cowley et a1 

4.3. Inelastic measurements 

The inelastic measurements shown in figures 8 and 9 are measures of the density of 
magnetic excitations. In the case of sample A, it is known (Fernandez-Baca er al1987) 
that there are long-wavelength well-defined spin waves with D = 153 meV A-*. and we 
have confirmed this D value directly with our sample. A model of the amorphous 
material is to treat it as a powdered crystalline material and then to broaden the results 
by the width of the first peak in the structure factor. In our case this will produce 
scattering near the peak with Q = 3.1 a-!, with a width in wavevector determined by 
the D value, Aq = 2(hro/D)'". For energy transfers of 5 and lOmeV, this gives 
Aq = 0.36 A-'and0.51 A-], respectively. Even then, broadening with the widlh of the 
peak in the structure factor, 0 . 3 2 k ' .  fails to account for the large widths shown in 
figure 8. We conclude that this simple model of the magnetic excitations is inconsistent 
with our results. 

Experiments using only a polarized incident or scattered beam (Mook and Tsuei 
1977, Mook and Lynn 1984) have suggested that there is a low energy gap in the density 
of states of Q - 3.1 A-'. These measurements depend on the difference between E+ 
and E-+, andso donot directly measure thedensity of states (Pauleral1982). In contrast, 
the measurements reported here directly give the density of states. Since Z+- decreases 
with increasing energy roughly as l/o for Q = 3.1 k', the density of states is almost 
constant. at least between 5 and 10 meV. 

5. Conclusions 

The experiment has shown that fully spin-polarized neutron scattering experiments can 
provide unique information about the stucture and dynamics of amorphous materials. 
Theresultsshow that in Fe-based materials themagneticmomenisare sometimescanted 
by as much as 30", but in other samples are less canted in fields of 2T. This canting may 
arise either from the effect of the local crystal field, which in an amorphous material is 
necessarily randomly directed, or from exchange interactions of different signs. In 
amorphous materials the distances between neighbours vary, and hence the exchange 
interactions will vary. In the Fe-based materials this may even cause a change in sign 
since FCC Fe is known to be antiferromagnetic, unlike BCC Fe. If the canting arises from 
local crystal fields, this implies that the Fe-based materials are ferromagnetic materials 
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with a wandering axis, and that by controlling the local fieldsit may be possible tocontrol 
the magnetostriction and anisotropy of amorphous materials (Gibbs 1990). Neutron 
scattering will certainly play an important role in understanding these effects. 

In the case of the Fe-Ni alloys the results are even more surprising. They suggest 
that there is a large random moment and that the moments are randomly directed for x 
larger than about 0.6. This presumably arises because either the Fe-Ni or Ni-Niexchange 
constantsare antiferromagnetic, leading to a largelyrandom spin-glasstype ofstructure. 

The experiments on the dynamics have for the first time measured the density of 
magnetic excitations close to the peak of the structure factor. The results show that the 
density of states has no gap and is almost independent of frequency. The width in 
wavevector is much larger than expected for a powder model of an amorphous material 
and the reason for this is unknown. 

Unfortunately fully spin-polarized neutron scattering experiments are difficult and 
time consuming but the uniqueness of the information they provide about amorphous 
materials ensures that they will continue to be performed hopefully over a larger 
wavevector range and with a wider variety of samples. 
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